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Reflect
The voice of less and the voice of more. Two voices that compete for our attention. We have all heard both of 
those voices at some point during our lives. The voice of less tells us what we cannot be, cannot do. It reminds 
us of our failings and tells us that we can never overcome them. The voice of less is determined to define us 
by our past. The voice of more calls us beyond that. It calls us to hope, to forgiveness. The voice of more is the 
voice of redemption. It seems obvious which voice we should listen to, so why do so many of us listen to the 
voice of less?

Pastor Greg taught that we were made to:

1. Submit to the authority of Jesus
       a.   Is the idea of “submitting” to something or someone scary to you? Why do you think the    
             meaning of that word has become so twisted in our culture?
       b.   Pastor Greg taught that submission to Jesus means believing His message over any other   
             message. What other messages do we tend to believe instead? What makes those messages   
             so attractive?
2. Participate in the strategy of Jesus
      a. Reflect for a moment: who in your life has been the voice of more? 
      b. How can you be the voice of more in the lives of people around you this week?
      c. Do you see yourself as crucial to the strategy of Jesus? 
3. Stand on the promises of Jesus
       a. What promises do you need to be reminded of this week? What is keeping you from standing   
 on those promises and trusting God?

What was your biggest take-away from the weekend message?

Respond
• What do you feel like God is asking you to do in response to the weekend message? 

What is your next step?
• How can your Life Group support you and hold you accountable in this?

Read
Matthew 28:1-8, 18-20


